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INTRODUCTION TO THE TASK 
The canon1c1ty of four gospels has been both a bless-
ing, prov1d1ng a variety in the expression of the witness to 
Jesus, and also a source of seemingly endless debate, offer-
ing a plethora of cross-relationships to challenge the moat 
artful exegete. When literary critic1sm was applied not only 
to Plato, but also to the Bible, various theories were sug-
gested to explain the presence of multiple-tradition perico-
pae, divergent gospel outlines, and elements unique to the 
several accounts. 
Countering the traditional (and still official Roman 
Catholic) view of Matthean priority, Streeter presented the 
case for Markan priority, at least in reference to the syn-
opt1sts. His specific arguments have been revised from time 
to time; his thesis still holds majority support. When 
Streeter sought to link the Fourth Gospel with the others, 
he noted that 
the case for John's knowledge of Luke depends mainly on 
the way in which he introduces, and the details which 
he connects with the names of Mary and Martha. But the 
probability is also high that John knew Luke's Passion 
story.1 
Many studies of John 11 and 12 spend much effort to spell 
laurnett Billman Streeter, The Pour Gospels (Bew Yorks 
Macmillan Co., 1925), p. :,93 • . P. Gardner-Smith has been 
Streeter•s chief challenger. 
2 
out how John relates to Luke (as well as to Matthew and 
Mark), providing hypotheses which are applied to other per-
icopae in the gospels. 
Although this study may present evidence in support ot, 
or detrimental to, several theories ot dependence, the pri-
mary task will be twofold. Ptrst, the unique contribution 
of the writer ot the Fourth Gospel should be isolated. In 
pursuit of this goal, we will s·eek to define the limits ot 
the basic tradition(s) behind the four accounts of the 
anointing at Bethany (this is the pericope closest to the 
Passion in which John names Mary and Martha)1 variations 
which apparently had taken place before the final versions 
were written must also be taken into account. Second, an 
attempt will be made to understand the intention ot the 
writer of the Pourth Gospel as he wrote the account in this 
form. 
Behind this study are presuppositions ot faith and rea-
son. In each instance cited below, we assume that the words 
. . 
and deeds of Jesus, even though unrecoverable wtth much pre-
cision to us, are the basis ot the traditions upon which the 
evangelists drew. 2 The accounts extant today, alone, have 
2•Evangelists," •gospel," "John," and the like will be 
used only to identify canonical books and their authors. The 
isagogical questions of the identity or number ot men involved 
i ·n writing the accounts are beyond the scope ot this stud7. 
The anointing pericope in John, tor example, is thought to be 
the work of a redactor by Johannes Weiss, The History ot 
Primitive Christianity, completed posthumously by Rudolph 
authortty, regardless or what torms the trad1t1ons may seem-
ingly have taken previously.) To facilitate the study, and 
1n consensus with current opinion, the priority or Mark 
(literarily among the synoptics and sequentially 1n regard 
to John) is assumed. We concur with Bultmann (with reserva-
tions on much or what else he says) in his theory or gospel 
tormation.4 The traditions may have been oral or written at 
various times and places • 
.Knopt, translated trom the German by •tour friends,• and 
edited by Frederick c. Grant (New Yorks Wilson-Erickson, 
193?) 1 PP• ?8?-?88, and by T. w. Manson, "The Lite ot Jesua1 
A Survey or the Available Material (S) The Fourth Gospel,• 
Bulletin or the John RJlands Library. XXX (May 194?), 321. 
If these theories are true, then what is said in this study 
refers to the intention ot the fi~al redactor(s). 
3Manson, p. 329, sees at least ttve streams or tradition 
, drawn on by the actual writers of the New Testament. "These 
traditions sometimes confirm, sometimes supplement, sometimes 
contradict each other. None can be treated as intalltble; 
none can be neglected. Ea.ch has its own contribution to make 
to the story, a contribution which only painstaking and 
intelligent study can discover.• 
4ais s·uggestion is summarized in Budolph Bultmann and 
Ka.rd Kunds1n, Porm Criticism. Two Essays on New Testament 
Research, translated by Frederick c. Grant (New Yorks Harper 
and Brothers, 1962). Simple individual scenes or story out-
lines circulated individually, with detatls, names, and 
direct discourse being added in time. In the process dis-
cernible type• evolved. Bultmann's theory helps to identtty 
the hand or each evangelist (and ther~by the faith-oriented 
meaning he sees in the related events); the ~egrees ot 
authentictty ascribed to the various story types provtde 
more insight into Bultmann's liturgical interest than the 
intent of the gospels. 
• 
CBAPrEB II 
THE ACCOUNT IN MARK 141)-9 
Context 
Perhaps the most important element of the surrounding 
verses is the closely-following Passion history. This is 
significant because of the unity that account had at an 
early date. 1 It is conjectured that a story linked to the 
Passion gained significance and was told more often. There 
is a good possibility that the anointing account in Mark 14 
was so linked to the Passion. The only actual reference to 
the coming Passion is the proleptic element in verse 8. 
Stronger evidence, though, is the fluidity of reading it 
verses) through 9 are omitted. 2 Further, the two genitive 
lm.uard Lohse, History ot the Suffering and Death ot 
Jesus Christ, translated from the German by Martino. Diet-
rich (Philadelphia1 Fortress Press, 1967), p. 161 •Por all 
the divergence between the Synoptics and the Fourth Gospel, 
however, all four evangelists are in striking agreement at 
many points once they come to the passion story.• Lohse 
reasons from both this observation and the summary of the 
coming events at Mark 101))-)4 that a short Passion history 
was a unit at an early date and grew as various events in 
Jesus• life were linked to it. That early Passion began 
with the betrayal (John 1811, cf. 1 Cor. 1112)), with the 
tradition eventually including Palm Sunday later. 
2Joachim Jeremias, The B.ucharistic Words ot Jesus, 
translated from the 2nd German edition by Arnold Ehrhardt 
(Oxford.a Basil Blackwell, 1955), pp. 65-66. Jeremias sees 
this as an evidence of the growth of the 2!:A! tradition, the 
primitive Passion starting at Mark 1414), where chronolog-
ical agreement begins. 
s 
=-' .. ,... / ,.. 
absolutes ( orn,,a. -cu-ro., and k~J(£~nou -.~0 11) point up the 
hard transition from the preceding verses to this per1cope. 
The probability is that the story circulated se.paratel7 
from the Passion narrative. In the form known to Mark and 
his readers, it had an added reference to the burial, and 
was therefore placed near the beginning of the Passion.3 In 
short, 1n view ot the contextual and introductory elements, 
it is possible to conjecture the pertcope•s ctrculattng tn a 
form wtthou~ the prolepttc tnterpretatton of the anotnttng. 
The Pertcope 
Several words and phrases tn Mark's account are helpful 
1n determining the form of the pericope. 
.. , 
01~,~ (verse 3) is 
used fifteen times by Mark, but only stx ttmes in the narra-
tive, and only twice besides tnts verse in connection with 
the owner's name. Further stu~y would be needed to deter-
mine if the other instances can be attributed to traditional 
material or not. At least we can say that there is no rea-
son to assume Mark is using the term thematically.4 •stmon 
the leper" is mentioned only here in Mark and not at all by 
3vtncent Taylor, The Gosgel According to St. Mark (New 
Yorks St. Martin's Press, 196 ), p. 5jj. Taylor has a qual-
i1"ication which it is necessary to state heres •The absence 
01" a Passion saying in Lk. vii. )6-SO does not compromise 
the genuineness 01" Mk. :z:iv. 81 1~ may illustrate the ditter-
ent forms a common tradition assumes under catechet1cal 
[Bultmann would suggest •cultic•J and literary influences.• 
4By way of contrast, see Luke's use ot oTKos, p. 16. 
6 
the other evangelists. Apparently his name was connected to 
the story as Mark received 1t. •Bethany• ts used only geo-
graphically by Mark. Unless one were to conjecture that 
Mark chose the location due to 1ts proxtmtty to Jerusalem, 
it must be assumed part of the tradition also. 
The protagonists, 1~~\ and ~•v£s, are unnamed, tn sptte 
of the fact that the woman ta to be remembered (verse 9). 
Either the people involved were well-known by the community 
from which the story sprang, or there was such a stress on 
Jesus• words that the other characters were important only 
for their actions• roles as occasions for Jesus• speaking. 
Matthew Black and others have uncovered many evidences 
of an Aramaic precedent behind Mark's Greek.S They refer 
' ~ I specifically to the ~pos £~11Tous (probably an intensive), 
'11' H1,1J<;s (possibly a transliteration of the Aramaic ~'J)Jl1>,'!>) 1 
and several asyndeta. 
Each of these points, taken by itself, can be accounted 
for as Greek, but the concurrence of several leaves t ,he 
impression that a story told griginally in Aramaic lies 
not far behind the narra,tive. 
In addition to having a story close to the oral tradi-
tion and stressing Jesus• words, we have a single construc-
tion, at least through verse 7. The saying of Jesus about 
5Matthew Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and 
Acts ()rd edition; 0Xford1 University Press, 1963), PP• SS, 
10), 22)-22S. Joachim Jeremias, •Die Salbungageschiohte 
Mo 141)-91 • Zeitschrift fuer die neutestamentliche Wissen-
aohaft, XXXV (19)6) 1 7S-76. 
6Taylor, p. 5)1. 
7 
the poor cannot be understood apart trom the anointing and 
7 > ..,, ' the objection. The allusion to LXX Deut. 1S 111 (ou •o<p )A tr., 
.. \ , :II ' , ' ,.. ..,,.. 
f'K11&1"''( ,:r&1:11s ac-.ro -nzs "'ls) cannot explain how the story might 
have been devised, tor the context is the national program 
tor the poor in Israel, while the Markan setting has an 
emphasis on the present individual, Jesus.a Thus we have a 
story which includes a central saying that has been linked 
to the Passion by verse 8. Form-critically verses 8 and 9 
appear to be violations of the paradigm.9 
Verse 9 is the more problematic. To resolve the evi-
denc·e supporting a historical element here (the woman's name 
not being mentioned) and the formal evidence suggesting an 
addition (the departure from the central word or Jesus), sev-
eral theories have been offered. Taylor sees verse 9 as the 
7Martin Dibeltus, Prom Tradition to Gospel, translated 
from the German by B. L. Woolf (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 196S), p. 4J. Before p. 1, Dibelius lists this per-
icope as one or the only eight pure paradigms in the gospels; 
he defines a paradigm as •a short illustrative notice or 
story of an event, not more descriptive than is necess~y to 
make the point for the sake or which it is introduced.• 
8It is more probable that the saying merely reflects 
the rabbinic teaching that deeds or love (including anoint-
ing the dead) were better than almsg1v1ng (Jeremias,~-
schritt tuer die neutestamentliche Wissenschatt, XXXV, 77-78). 
Weight to the less allusive interpretation is given by 
Rudolph Bultmann, The History or the Smoptio Tradition, 
translated from the 2nd German edition by John Marsh (2nd 
edit-ion; New York1 Harper and Bow, 1968), p. 37, as he says, 
in a statement remarkable tor him, •vv. 3-7 constitute an 
unitary composition, and certainly no imaginary scene, but 
one in the strictest sense biographioa1.• 
9D1belius, pp. 60-61. 
8 
mission vocabulary of the Gentile-Christian Church.10 Bllt 
Jeremias points out that such an understanding would have to 
be post-Markan, tor he does not have the faithful !n, all the 
.. "\ 
world and cu~)tt~1ov is proclamation, not the content ot the 
life of Jesus.11 An alternative ts to see the eschatolog-
1cal elements here. The point ts whether the remembering ia 
done by the Church or by God. Bichardson opts tor the tor-
mer,12 while Jeremias prefers the latter, agreeing with Loh-
meyer.13 This last view allows for an early interpretation 
being put on the action after 1t had been linked to the bur-
ial. Thus, although not part of the story 1n 1ts bare oral 
form, verses 8 and 9 are probably both the result ot genuine 
early recollection, employed here by Mark 1n his large work. 
The Intent ot Mark 
For the sake of completeness in this study, one should 
at least suggest why Mark combined the traditions as he did. 
10Taylor, pp. SJJ-SJ4. 
11Joach1m Jeremias, •Mc 1419,• Zettachrift tuer die neu-
testamentl1che Wissenschaft, XLIV (1952/j), 104. 
12Alan Bichardson, An Introduction to the Theolo,q ot' 
the New Testament (New York1 Harper and Row, 1958), P• j68. 
•The continual remembrance of her by the Church would avail 
like a memorial-sacrifice and be effective for her in the 
day of judgment.• 
13Jeremias, Bucharistic Words, p. 16). Seeing paral-
lels in God's remembering in Acts 1014 and the use ot' tu~l-
Y{X1ov in Bev. 1416, he translates verse 9, •Amen, I aay to 
you, when the news (ot' victory) will be proclaimed, what 
this (woman) has done will be reported (before God,, that 
(He) may remember her (at the Last Judgment).• 
9 
One likely proposal has been made by Danker, building on the 
prtor analysis by Lohmeyer.14 Be suggests that Mark 1■ 
directly alluding to LXX Psalm 40 1n this entire chapter. 
Specifically, he sees Jesus as the righteous sutter1ng poor 
one mentioned in several psalms. Whether Mark 1s di7ectly 
reterring to Psalm 40 1s debatable; certainly, though, this 
pericope does paint Jesus as a righteous surrerer, and the 
woman as the faithful Israelite. Mark does provide a vivid 
picture, making the scandal or the cross bearable, by show-
ing a continuity with God's people in the old covenant. 
Summary 
The account in Mark reflects the oral tradition ot a 
paradigm with a saying on the poor as the central element 
(verses) through 7). Connected to it ts an early eschato-
logtcal interpretation or the woman's deed (verse 9). Mark'• 
contribution was to employ this pericope as an introduction 
to the Passion (by its position .-,nd verse 8). Be thus move■ 
the impact beyond the central saying to verse 8b1S and 
explains that Jesus ta the moat righteous sufterer, here pro-
leptically anointed tor death by the unnamed woman. 
14p. w. Danker, •The Literary Unity ot Nark 1411-254• Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXV (April 1966), 467- 72. 
Danker•a contention rests on his taking the contrast in 
verse? as between •always• and •not always• rather than 
between Jesus and the poor. 
15Jeremias 1 Zeitsohrift tuer die neuteatamentltche W1a-
sensoha1't, XXXV, 82. 
I 
CHAPTER III 
THE ACCOUNT IN' MATTHEW 2616-1) 
Similartties to Mark 
When the accounts in Mark 14 and Matthew 26 are placed 
beside each other, 1t is apparent that they are the same 
story. No fewer than titty-nine words in Matthew's aco·ount 
are identical to Mark 1n form, use in the sentence, and 
sequence. The outline is the same in both accounts, While 
reclining at a dinner 1n the house or Slmon the leper in 
Bethany, Jesus 1s anointed by a woman who pours an ointment 
on h1s head from an alabaster vase. In response to a com-
plaint that the money equivalent or the ointment should have 
been given to the poor, Jesus says she did a good work, that, 
unlike the poor, he w1ll not always be with them, that she 
was anointing him tor burial, and that her deed will be 
remembered as a memorial. The context 1s also very close, 
both in content and position. 
Assuming Mark to be written tirst, we are hard pressed 
to see any other explanation than that Matthew relied on 
Mark's gospel in this pericope and the contextual veraes. 
The posaibility that they both relied on a common written 
source is weakened a■ the changes made by Matthew are exam-
ined below. Oral tradition alone would hardly explain the 
verbal coincidences apparent 1n the narrative (although the 
11 
knowledge or such a tradition cannot be ruled out as con-
tributing to Matthew's version, especially s1noe the longest 
groups of identical words occur in the words of Jesus on the 
poor and the memorial). 
Changes 
Having decided on the literary connection between Mark 
and Matthew, we rtnd the alterations by Matthew of s1gniti-
canee, for they reflect a later understanding of the same 
basic story and provine a basts tor studying the Johann1ne 
version.1 
The first difference is apparently stylistic, as Matthew 
clears up the double genitive of Mark 1413 b7 moving the 
, ., "J ,.. kclT~/citv'o\K f.lJA'i.\t'OU to verse 7. He omits rorp OU 1flo-TIKl'\S, 
, \ ~\.!~ ' C ✓ " , , \ er U'<Tfl lfot(i"b( li\'f -~ rv; 11'pos f'GI "TOIIS, Tou pvpo,g 1r£cJ' DV£ v", To 
,, I ., ~ ' ., r- .,-" ~ ,,J,. 
/A'fOY' 1 CU)roep,wy Tp1'4.K0nhJY, l<.utl. (~~('' pwrro "(V ''3 1 dCyr C'T£ 
'C/ " ~v .. ,, 
o<u1">{rr, Hou 01'""" • • -11'O\>')Q'"Glll I and O EO--]( , .. tffOllf"£V• About the 
only additions by Matthew tor which there are no correspond-
, ~ 
ing words tn Mark are ~YPU$ (verse 10) and Tou~o (verse 13). 
C A \ I 
He does subst1 tute Ol p•f:11/TotL tor .,.,.,,s, •TOIIJ(f'(f tor irro-
' \ ~ , 
i~c,{!rv, and ~-tloOo-at for )1"{''(1),tt. The other changes generally 
lw. c. Allen, Gospel According to St. Matthew, in Inter-
national Critical Commentary (3rd edition; Edinburgha T. and 
T. Clark, 1957), XXVI. A.IJ the largest part of hia introduc-
tion, Allen has a long examination of Matthew•• changes, 
listing them by type and literary preference. Moat of the 
items in this pericope are shown to be typically Matthean. 
12 · 
reflect preferences tor certain prepas1tions and sentence 
constructions, but otter no changes in interpretation. 
I \ ,.. ' c ~ The omissions of 't"foOIJ 1t'1cr-r,~,,~ and 11'fos. 1.-cu-r,11.r. can 
be accounted for as seeking better Greek, since the first ts 
very rare, and the second explainable as a Semitism at best. 
The omission of the breaking or the alabaster eliminates a 
repetition or the word. 2 Because l~~f1os is used more often 
by Matthew than by Mark, the omission 1s either an (unex-
plainable) conscious omission or (more probably) an element 
not in the text of Mark received by Matthew.3 The addition 
' of ~Yov ~ reflects Matthew's general tendency to portray Jesus 
as more aware of what ts happening.4 
More s1gn1f1cant are the changes 1n verse 1) and the 
' substitution of p.ce'JT-<t for T1r~s. The former changes (the 
~ ' > addition of Tou-ro and the use or t.v instead or 1:.1s.) repre-
sent a movement toward using •gospel• as a term reterr1ng to 
a book or account, rather than a proclamation. The •r1avor• 
or Matthew's rendering suggests the retelling or the gospel 
account throughout the civilized world (more explicit 1n 
2This 1s typ1cally,_Matthean;" lJ!!!1• Th1._s al,o account■ 
tor the omissions or rou 11J'ro11 lS'~~ov-'-11"' and To /A"f'oir·. 
3c. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel 
(Cambr1dge1 University Presa, 1963), P• 16j. 
4used by Matthew twenty times, lvo '.,.s 1s applied to 
Jesus four times, including 26110. Twice it is to show h1a 
knowledge of the Pharisees• 111 will, and twice or what the 
disciples are saying. The only parallel in Mark 1s at 8117, 
which is his only use 1n rererence to Jesus. 
13 
Luke's spread of the gospel to the ends ot the earth in Aots 
118). Although the d1st1not1on 1s subtle and cannQt be 
pressed as the basts tor further theories, it does make more 
tenable the suggestion that Mark's version should be inter-
preted esohatologically. 
' The use of /fOf e,,T◄, in verse 8 oan be seen as a step in 
the direction usually taken by tradition, from pure apo-
phthegm (Bultmann) or paradigm (D1b.el1us) to a written stor7 
with complete deta1ls.S With the objeotors named, Matthew 
then makes other necessary changes1 The disciples do not 
harass the woman, and Jesus does not need to tell them to 
leave her alone. 
The Intent of Matthew 
The above items are 1nterest1ng1 but reflect no uniquely 
Matthean intentions 1nvolvtng the theological understanding 
of the event. When he covers those phrases in Mark dealing 
with the prolept1c burial anointing, however, there are sig-
:\ 
nificant variat1ons1 Matthew omits the almost apologetic ~ 
w .,, J 
£~~E~ rirot~crc~ ("she did what she could•) of Mark 1418; ,, ,, 
instead of merely prolept1cally anointing (1"p 0 i~~~EY )Avpt-
.,, ~ ' "" cr,-t1...) 1 it is done at that moment in fact (ritot'JO"'£V" -rrpas. To 
:II 1) ~ I 
CYT-c'f'/llfV-otc. }IC); the ointment 1s not smeared OD (/Auf 1 0bt,), 
Saudolph Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradi-
tion, translated from the 2nd German edition b7 John Marsh 
(2nd edition; New Yorks Harper and Row, 1968) 1 P• 68. See 
below, p. 27, for further evidence in John's account. 
14 
but is poured over his body (~~W«CI(). Taken together, 
these elements present a statement of de facto anointing, 
sufficient for proper burial. Evidently Mark's proleptic 
anointing was either lacking in force, or the tradition of 
the community had taken the interpretation to the next logi-
cal step.6 
SUmmary 
From a comparison of the accounts in the first two gos-
pels, we find it likely that Matthew depended on Mark's 
written account as a primary source. Further, his changes 
reflect a.1 attempt at a more literary presentation as well 
as one more consistent with developing tradition. To speak 
to the concerns of his day, Matthew stressed the validity of 
the anointing for the coming burial of Jesus. 
6Da.vid Daube, •The Anointing at Bethany and Jesus• Bur-
ial," Anglican Theological Review, XXXII (1950), 196. Daube 
comes to much the same conclusion, but explains that •the 
clue to the different versions of the anointing at Bethany 
lies in the recognition that the development of the narra-
tive was determined by the wish to get rid of the shamef'ul 
burial ••• ~he •scandal' of Jesus• end.• Perhaps there 
was an attempt to show a needed burial anointing to lessen 
what Daube sees as scandalous; his suggestion that this 1■ 
the clue to the differences in the tour accounts leaves much 
to be desired,however. At best, it would help explain only 
the references to the burial, leaving the Lukan parable, the 
Johannine introduction, and the various contexts unexplained. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ACCOUNT IN LUKE ?136-50 
Contex~ and Setting 
The point at issue, even when considering only the con-
text of Luke's account, is whether this is the same anoint-
ing or a separate one with a few similarities.1 The sur-
rounding verses certainly suggest a different event. The 
action takes place in the midst of the Galilee ministry, 
rather than near Jerusalem around the final Passover. 
More profitable than a comparison with the accounts of 
Matthew and Mark (since there is so much divergence from 
them) is a study of the actual context Luke presents. In 
chapter? there is a discussion of Jesus as a prophet (verses 
11 through 17), of John the Baptist as a prophet (verses 24 
through 28) and the similarities between the reactions to 
lvawter and Jeremias take opposing stances, basing their 
conclusions on what they claim are evident Lukan tendencies. 
Bruce Vawter, •The Johannine Sacramentary,• Theological Stud-
ies, XVIII (1956), 156. Vawter claims that 8 Inke, who avoids 
even apparent repetitions, has omitted the story in view of 
his similar account of an anointing in Galilee in 71)6-50.• 
Joachim Jeremias, The Ellcharistic Words of Jesus, translated 
from the 2nd German edition by Arnold Ehrhardt (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1955), p. 69 note 3. Jeremias--who prefers to 
find Luke incorporating Markan stories into existing material 
(e.g. 4116-)0; Sal-11; 10125-28; 1)16-9) with no regard to 
similar context, and at the same time being opposed to rear-
rangement--states that •it must be assumed that the passages 
in question already had their fixed positions when he came 
to know Mark's Gospel.• His position virtually assumes that 
the accounts have common origin in one incident. 
16 
John and Jesus (the Son ot Man 1n verses 33 and 34). Chap-
ter 8 begins with several parables and the sinking ship inci-
dent, all instructing the disciples about lite in the King-
dom. Included also in the context are a warning word to the 
crowds (7131-35) and the healing ot spirits (712-10; 8126-
39). ~ The actual setting is a Pharisee's house (01"'os). 
What ts remarkable is that these same contextual ele-
ments surround the same setting at Luke 11137 and 1411. In 
chapter 11 Jesus eats with a Pharisee; their topic becomes 
the treatment of the prophets. Verse 14 starts an account 
of Jesus• healing of spirits; then follows a set ot instruc-
tions and warnings first to the disciples, but also to the 
crowd, beginning at 12:1. The immediate context before the 
meal at the Pharisee's house at Luke 1411-24 is the woes on 
Jerusalem for killing the prophets. A series of instruc-
tions to the crowd (14125 - 15132) includes the Pharisees 
(1511-7) and has the disciples as the hearers ot Kingdom 
talk (1611-1)). Still in the near context is a healing ot a 
spirit in 13110-1). In addition to s1m11ar setting and con-
text, these two (with Luke 7136-50) provide Luke the oppor-
tunity to relate controversies between Jesus and the Phari-
sees. Evidently Luke thought it helptul to see Jesus• con-
flicts in the light of his prophetic, healing and teachtng 
offices. Thus, it appears not unreasonable to assume the 
construction of the account to be Luke's attempt at making a 
clearer theological point of the event as he has received it. 
17 
The Parable 1n Luke 7140-4) 
The host Pharisee, Simon, ts not named until the intro-
duction of the parable.2 He ts then carried into the con-
clusion of the anointing story.) Without that link the par-
able gives no clue to any context at all. It ts simply a 
saying of Jesus about the response of love. As this enttre 
scene and parable are 1n a Lukan structure, we may infer the 
two parts as being separate at one time. Because it ts the 
action of anointing, the complaint about a true prophet, and 
the comparison between the woman and the Pharisee that depend 
on the setting and context, it is apparent that the parable 
was the later addition by Luke to strengthen his point about 
this conflict story. 
The Anointing Story 
The three concluding verses (7148-50) exhibit phrases 
which are typical of Lukan wording as he concludes other 
2This observation ~as also made by Andre Legault, •An 
Application of the Form-Critique Method to the Anointings in 
Galilee and Bethany," Catholic Biblical Quarterly, XVI 
(1954), 131-145. He does the form-critical method an injus-
tice by explaining the variations between Mark and Luke aa 
only "a confused oral tradition which Llc. made use ot• 
(p. 144). He explains John's account as amplified contusion. 
)Though admittedly conjecture, one ts led to surmise 
that the name circulated with the parable, not the anointing 
(at least in Luke's circle). The name "Simon• in Mark's 
anointing may have provided the idea to place the anointing 
with this parable. 
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perioopae.4 Verse 39 is a caretul link to the wkan context 
or Jesus as a prophet. Verse 4? could be left out ot the 
anointing without the reader missing the point. It is the 
application of the parable to the story. In the attempt we 
are lett with a theologically embarrassing statement that 
the woman's love is the reason tor her being rorgiven (read-
,✓ 5 
ing OTL as "because•). Not denying that Luke's interpreta-
tion via these verses 1s val1d (and authoritative for us), 
we can at least assume that the tradition as he received it 
did not include them. 
Left with the story 1tselt (without context, parable, 
or Lukan ending) we might be inclined to see 1t as an ampli-
fied story based on Mark 14.6 Yet, there are too many 
changes 1n the baste structure to permit that theory1 
Instead of anointing Jesus• head, the woman in Luke first 
cries over his teet, and then dries and anoints them; the 
4Paith (~,~•~) is t9e reason tor healings and is fol-
lowed by the command "l"op~~o~ at S1~p; 8\48; 17119; and 18142. 
Although the phrase ,i .,,.,~,.s a-a" r~o-w1ecv ~ i ·s used at Matt. 
9:22 and at Mark 51)4 (both par. Luke 8148) 1 and at Mark 101 
52 (par. Luke 18142) 1 it ~9es not exhibit any connection 
with TofiJov (Mark using u~-~c and Matthew having no depart-
ing word 1n the parallels). 
5In an adequate translation, the New English Bible ren-
ders 1t "her great love proves that her many stns have been 
rorgiven," but without footnote. Matthew Black, An Aramaic 
Approach to the GosTels and Acts ()rd edition; OJCford.1 Uni-
versity Preas, 196), pp. 181-18). Black seeks to tind a 
d1tferent sense by retranslat1on into Aramaic. 
6Mart1n Dibelius, Prom Tradition to GosDel, translated 
from the German by B. L. Woolt (New York1 Charles Sor1bner•s 
Sons, 1965), P• 114. 
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complaint is not about the cost, but the woman's moral char-
acter; the interpretation 1s on Jesus• forgiveness, not the 
, ~ 
coming burial. In fact, the only verbal links are -c~(3•D'Tf'Ot" 
, ' pvf011 and ~~v~. Even these are weak, tor Luke calls her 
C >.' -,\!R. / CCJ'dif•'41 °~ and his ointment is only °'~'"'roto-rov pvrov (with 
Matthew), which is myrrh per!!., while Mark (and John) has 
., , , ' r 
°'Ac1caat~Of JAVf OIi YtilfOOII ' in which case it is nard, myrrh 
being only generic.? 
Summary 
The interpretation of the data and inferences must sug-
gest a solution to the problem of how many anointing took 
place. Unfortunately, this cannot be done only on the basis 
or the one account in Mark and Matthew and the other in Luke; 
it must wait for an analysis of the account in John. We can 
discern two strands of tradition here, though. Dodd has 
stated it wella 
On this hypothesis, each evangelist used independently 
a separate strand of tradition, and the strands over-
lapped. In the process of embodying the unit of tradi-
tion in a written composition each evangelist has, no 
doubt, contributed something of his own, but the sub-
stance of th, per1cope 1n each of its three forms is 
trad1tional.6 
7a. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum. Neuen Tes-
tament aus Talmud und M1drash (Dritte Auflage1_Muenchen1 c. 
H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1961), II,~. 
Be. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition 1n the Pourth Goa~el 
(Cambridgea University Press, 196)), p. 172. At this point 
in the study, we can agree only in regard to Mark and Luke. 
John is another matter entirely. 
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Prom the construction of the Lukan account, Daube'a 
contention that it reflects the burial report is hard to 
accept, for Luke seems more conscious of the acceptance ot 
sinners and the dispute(s) with the Pharisees; there 1s no 
reference to the Passion, 1n ~act. Pu.re historicity, the 
opposite of one overriding literary goal, is likewise 1n 
trouble as• an explanation, for 1ts proponents must overlook 
either the careful construction 1n the Third Gospel or the 
entire account of the Fourth Gospel, with elements from both 
tradit1ons.9 We are left w1~h two traditions based on one 
or more ano1nt1ngs, and two 1nterpretat1ons for the readers• 
edification. 
9For example, Hans Drexler, "Die grosse Suender1n Lucas 
71)6-SO," Zeitschrift fuer d1e neutestamentl1che W1ssen-
schaft, LDC (March-April 1968), 159-l?j. Be responds to his 
critics by denying the possibility of dividing the account 
into its literary parts. His basis for defense, though, 1a 
a personal need for historicity. 
JOHN'S USE OP BIS SOURCES 
Throughout the Gospel 
So that we may more easil7 determine where and how John 
did or did not rel7 on the s,noptists, a stud7 ot his uae ot 
sources is in order. In a methodical and convincing article, 
Goodwin has endeavored to examine all those verses in the 
Fourth Gospel which are traceable to the Old Testament. 
Attar noting the original torms or the references and com-
paring them to their appearance under John's editing, he 
concludes 
At an7 rate it should be clear by now that the form in 
which John reproduced his sources gives us almost no 
trustworthy information about these sources, but it 
does give us considerable information about John.1 
Naturally, this lessens the possibility tor precision 
in the present study. Yet, it also makes more plausible any 
hypothesis for the final torm a pericope takes in John. 
With Goodwin, we can expect fidelity to, and license diverg-
ing from, the synoptics in the ensuing study.2 
Elements from the three s,noptios can be found in John 
on the levels or broad outline, individual pericope, specific 
1c. Goodwin, •Bow did John Treat his Sources\• Journal 
ot Biblical Literature, LXXIII (1954), 73. 
2~., LXXIII, 74. 
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detail, and especially in the Passion history. The evidence 
does suggest, however, a preterence tor Mark as a source 
(where traceable).) Even when only the close parallels are 
considered, much or the Fourth Gospel 1s accounted tor. The 
few incidents not covered by Mark or Luke leave no room tor 
another documentary source.4 The question ts whether John 
merely used Mark and Luke (or Matthew) and added commentary, 
or whether he reflects traditions which have been written 
down already, for the most part, 1n the synoptics. In any 
event, the ensuing study cannot ignore either option, 
although dependence on Mark 1n written or memorized torm 
must certainly be accorded with more probability.S 
In John 1211-8 
In order to separate those elements paralleling the 
synoptic accounts trom items unique to John, we shall exam-
ine some of the words and phrases which directly agree with, 
or stand 1n conflict to, one or more ot the synoptics. 
)Burnett Hillman Streeter, The Pour Gospels (New York1 
Macmillan Co., 1925), p. )9)1 "A survey of the evidenpe 
shows that John used Mark, and either attributed greater 
authority to, or was more familiar with, his story than that 
of either or the others. This conclusion would seem to pre-
clude the theory that John was written in Aramaic; but 1t in 
no way weakens the case for the view that he naturally 
thought in that language.• 
4Ibid., pp. 4~6-417. 
S~., p. 397. Perhaps the strongest evidence is that 
"wherever either Matthew or Luke have reproduced Mark'• word-
ing exactly John agrees with them also.• 
2J 
' ~ ( r" ,.. /...,y 
Verse 11 Tro 'c.~ tip£{'"'~ "TI>V ,r-...,1\-C.• The Passover context 
here agrees with Mark, but John starts his unique chronology, 
which eventually has Jesus die on the eve ot the teast. Thia 
naturally rules out the Lukan option. 
t;:- , ' 
1119 £.~ c..,s 'B'IB"'.,..laC~. The location likewise ti ta the Pas-
sion site or greater Jerusalem. 
At!a\fo~. The name of the host here contradicts all 
three synoptics. The only reference to a Lazarus outside 
John 11 and 12 is in Luke's parable of 16119-Jl. Whether the 
two are to be equated depends on the conclusions · one might 
reach on the literary relationship between John and Luke. 
It would, however, be strange for Luke to inQlude the name in 
the parable without any reference to the fact that Jeaua 414 
have someone "rise from the dead" (Luke 161)1), especially it 
Luke knew John's gospel in its present form.6 The tabr1ca-
tion of this spectacular miracle, merely to heighten the 
irony of the conclusion or the parable, ts equally unlikely. 
We have separate traditions either about the same man7 or 
merely the same name. The latter ts more probable. 
6John A. Bailey, The Traditions Comm.on to the Gosyels 
of Luke and John, 1n Supplements to Novum Testamentum Leiden1 
E. J. Brill, 1963), VII, 7 note 1. Since the presence of 
Lazarus 1n the Lukan parable without a corresponding resur-
rection story suggests to Bailey that the name was included 
before Luke received the parable, he uses 1t as a basts tor 
suggesting that a circle of stories existed prior to both 
Luke and John. 
7.An example or the problems posed by this option, which 
ta basically a conflationary view, 1s apparent as c. P. Nes-
bitt, "The Bethany Traditions 1n the Gospel Narratives,• 
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Verse 21 Here, too, our only paral-
lel is in Luke (101)8). The two women have similar charac-
terizations in both locations; Mary listens to Jesus in Luke 
and anoints him in John, while Martha serves at both occa-
sions. What is striking is that Mary, Martha, and Iazarus 
have such similar treatment in both gospels, yet are never 
linked together by Luke. While this would suggest John used 
a different source (not Luke), his inclusion or the extrin-
sic mention of Martha argues for dependence on Luke.a 
, , 
~v~~il,"£Yw ~ . In this sentence on Martha and Iazarus, 
this verbal reflects the anointing story only (Matthew1 ~~~-, , ~ 
)( £/J'f¥ou; Marki K°'-T-C.1C'E"/J'FV'OU; Lukes ~ToC.t=:£1T.i<L). 
C I ' ' , Verse ) 1 "1 f' o<f•~I' .... • •o u\ ,rod-cs. That Mary was at 
Jesus• feet listening in Luke 10 is very interesting, but 
since Jesus• feet are also anointed in Luke 7 by the name-
less sinner, one cannot draw any• conclusions as to the source. 
Journal or Bible and Religion, XXIX (1961), 119-124, simi-
larly seeks to resolve Hs1mon• and •razarus.• Bis conclu-
sion is that Simon, a Pharisee and former leper, was either 
Martha's husband, or the father of Mary, Martha, and Iazarus. 
Yet, in order to defend his suggestion, he must also admit 
that the absence or a reference to Simon at the death and 
raising or Lazarus would need •some oversight or ••• a 
break in the tradition ••• • (p. 12)). The fragmentation 
of tradition is precisely what he wants to reversal 
8Bailey, VII, 8, concludes •that John in his account of 
Jesus derived the anointing, the drying of the hair Cto be 
debated belowJ and the note that Martha served from Luke's 
gospel, but that prior to both evangelists a cycle of three 
Mary-Martha stories existed on which both evangelists inde-
pendently drew." 
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, C. '1 ,. p.vroi,. Thia is the 2!!lZ, word (except o qcrou.s) common 
tn the same form and use to all tour accountal 
v41ou 'ff1rT1~;s. These two words are impcrtant because 
they link Mark and John literarily. Although other Markan 
words are employed by John, they are usually also in the 
-account of Matthew. Further, 'll'IO"Tll<'}s is •a word of uncer-
tain meaning found nowhere else in Greek literature as early 
as this its sole use in the New Testament.•9 Evidently John 
had reason to retain this unusual phrase although both D and 
Matthew omitted it. The rare use even by Mark in the first 
place suggests that he knew 1t to be an integral part of the 
traditional acc.ount. 
n'~r,tp&v. This verb of anointing is the one used by 
Luke; we cannot inter· dependence, however, since Luke uses 
it after the crying and wiping of Jesus• feet, while John 
has it as the first action of Mary. The word is the usual 
Septuagint translation of '111), •pour," and shares the trans-
~ 
lation ofilVI~, "smear• (the root of •Messiah•), with1f•£1Y-.10 
«}t ~r,f;IV" has a variety of New Testament meanings I rang-
ing from washing one's face to being "besmeared with the 
filth of accepting false doctrine.•11 Included also are 
9.!e.!!1., VII, 2. 
10J. A. Thompson, •ointment,• Inter1reter•s Dictionar1 of the Bible, edited by G. A. Buttrick ~'New Yorks Abingdon 
Press, 1962), III, 59). 
11w. F. Arndt and F. w •. Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexi-
con of the New Testament and Other Ea.rlJ Christian Literature 
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anointing for illness and or the dead. 12 Barrett sees the 
possibility orn~>;J as the intention of the word and couples 
it with the broad outline in John wherein Jesus is anointed 
first and then enters Jerusalem.. His now-famous conclusion 
is that "It is as anointed King that Jesus rides into Jeru-
salem, and as anointed King that he dies.•13 Granting the 
sequence of events, one is hard pressed to explain why John 
,,, 
did not retain the less ambiguous ~T£XEc~ of Mark 141) • 
... ; 
£Tr)(i-1r (same root) is the verb of royal ano1nt1ng in 1 Regn. 
1011. Dodd, seeking to agree with Barrett, is forced to 
move from John's not belng based on Mark,14 to not knowing 
Mark's account.15 
, ,,, ,.. ' .,,.. 
f 5 'Ejlot ,X £,,, 1ollS 6 f' 1!.I" O(cJ"f''l.s. That John has Mary w1p1ng 
Jesus• feet after the anointing has provided many scholars a 
sticky problem indeedl 
, ' r , ,.. 
"1"'ou s ~Oo-r .s "( ll"TO u. Although certainly at variance with 
Mark-Matthew, the anointing of Jesus• feet shows less a 
(Chicago: University Press, 1957), p. 34, citing Ignatius to 
the Ephesians. 
12Thompson, III, 594. The last option supports Da.ube's 
suggestion that the burial ts the key to the various tradi-
tions, but is insufficient, being the only such reference in 
the pericope (see the treatment of John 1217, below). 
l)c. K. Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John (Lon-
don1 SPCK1 1967), P• )41. 
14c. H. Dodd, Historica1 Tradition in the Fourth Gospel 
(Cam.bridge: University Press, 196)), P• 169. 
lS~ •• p. 173. 
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difference of intention on the part of the woman than her 
own opinion of herself. At Jewish weddings the bride some-
times anointed the heads of the attending rabbis (T. B. Keth. 
17b); Egyptian festival scenes show heads anointed also. 
"The rabbinic commentary Siphre on Deut. 33124 speaks ot 
slaves' emphasis mine anointing people's feet with 011.•16 
The sinner in Luke and Mary in John both show a humble posi-
tion as they anoint Jesus, in a manner similar to Jesus• 
washing the disciples• feet later. Further interpretation 
becomes speculation, especially in view of the variations in 
the customs of the day. If anything, that John doesn't have 
a head-anointing although Mark doea, 17 makes Barrett's royal 
theory seem less applicable to John than to Mark (though 
improbable there due to the Markan chronology). 
Verse 41 ._, oci'do<.s. The retelling of stories eventually 
gives rise to the inclusion of names. It is not hard to see 
' >1 'r the progression from T'1yts to JA-f-91/"T-fc. to 101J11-<s. This ten-
dency is also typical of John. He names Peter and Malchus 
in Gethsemane, and Philip as the source of the food for the 
feeding miracle at John 61·?, for e:z:ample. Thia would be 
pointless unless his readers knew the names from tradition. 18 
16Thompson, III, 594. 
l?vincent Taylor, The Goajel According to St. Mark (Rew 
York1 St. Martin's Presa, 1960, P• S29. 
18streeter, p. 403. 
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' , ,,/ ( / Verse 51 To P~f'O'r' and Trla\l(OO"'lklY O'JYat(:>ll.cl,...• These are 
traceable only to Mark, having been omitted by Matthew (the 
obj~ction is on other grounds in Luke). 
, / 
John omits Mark's tT~~~, once again reflecting the con-
cretizing process of tradition. 
, ' ~ 
(t )'ltf "\8'\("'""'") ••• koet. ( i) fos,, (V"'') 11'TtcJXo7.s. The verb 
forms vary in John as he phrases this part of the objection 
C. in a question, having omitted the question on the waste (n 
Because these words are integral to the movement 
toward Jesus' (central) word of reply about the poor, they 
are evidently part of the central tradition. 
fi' lj' C ,, r. r \ 
Verse 71 t.1,r{ r aol" o ,,,,,..ovs. The c1, of Mark and Matthew ,.. 
1s changed too~" because or the 1nsert1on or verse 6, on 
:\ 
Judas• reason for his objection (which has its own f,). 
The singular replaces Mark's plural, as 
the objectors are lim-1ted to Judas. 
Verse 81 The entire verse is found in Mark and Matthew 
(with Mark also having the apologetic verse ?b). John's 
phrases are more parallel than Mark and Matthew's, suggeat-
ing a later writing, perhaps reflecting a more easily retold 
oral version. The agreement between Matthew and John against 
Mark is singular to this per1cope (ucept the omission ot 
the breaking of the box, which has adjoining material which 
is not parallel), and no grounds for knowledge ot the Pirst 
Gospel by John. 
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Inferences from the Data 
Markan material 
The problem facing the exegete is to determine here 
whether parallels between gospels indicate knowledge ot, or 
dependence on, the prior document, or merely common use of a 
third oral or written source. In the study or Mark 141)-9 
an attempt was made to identify those elements which prob-
ably were included in the tradition before Mark received it, 
and those for which there was some evidence to suggest that 
Mark was responsible for their inclusion. At that time we 
hypothesized that his contributions were the Passion-linking 
and the proleptic interpretation. 
John alters the Passion reference by his own chronology 
and completely omits the proleptic element. 19 (He also has 
no memorial for the woman, thought to be a late addition to 
an otherwise saying-centered story.) Yet, the remaining ele-
ments of the Markan account20 are taken over, the only 
changes21 being the host's name and the part of the body 
19H1s •replacement• tor Mark 1418, John 1217b, has a 
simpler meaning; see below, PP• 37-)8. 
,.. 20viz. Bethany, the guests• reclining, ~ rpo u 'l'ef.rlo11 ,r1tr-
T1K1 s, the value of the ointment, the complaint, the response, 
and the saying on the poor. 
21These elements are the most necessary to explain when 
interpreting John's account and his reason tor including the 




which was anointed. This is a strong argument that John had 
a very similar tradition to that employed by Mark, tor he 
(intentionally or not) omits the distinctive Markan elements 
in that account. Whether he knew Mark 1n 1ts present torm 
can be argued only on the basis of silence at this point. 
Matthean material 
Throughout the entire pertcope, John nowhere agrees 
with a Matt~ean expression against Mark. The nearest paral-
, , .. ,/ 
lel is D1,.V"''t(t1pi.-rk1v (John 12 12) and ~-r-<'f!.£1/f"iY0v (Matt. 2617), 
and then in reference to different people. There are two 
common omissions of Markan material, the breaking of the 
box and "she did what she could.• The former item c~ot be 
explained precisely;22 the omission of the apologetic Mark 
1417b ts a strengthening of the prolepttc element on the 
part of Matthew. Whether John had the same intention depends 
on the interpretation ot h1!!, verse ?b. Hts knowledge or 
Matthew would not be implied even if their reasons agreed. 
Lukan material 
The study of Luke ?1)6-SO suggested that he arranged 
the traditional story he received by placing it in a Phari-
see's house, surrounding it with typical contextual elements, 
22Alabaster jars had their lids sealed shut. When 
about to be used, the narrow upper neck of the jar1 would be broken. This would probably explain Mark's OVYTPl"itol.th<. 
(Thompson, III, 594). WhY Matthew and John omitted to note 
that the alabaster was opened ts open to conjecture. 
:,1 
and adding a parable he also knew, so that the readers would 
understand how Jesus receives sinners who love him. John 
ignores or contradicts those elements which aid such an 
understanding. The context and setting, the woman as a sin-
ner, and the parable are all omitted and/or replaced. About 
the only items in parallel are the specific actions or anoint-
ing the reet and drying, and these are in reverse order. 
These links are almost as tenuous as those to the Luke 101)8 
dinner at the home of Mary and Martha or the Lazarus parable 
of Luke 16120, neither of which are connected by means or 
the characters or Bethany.23 Because both additions and 
omissions are necessary to explain John's use or Luke, with 
both needtng drast1o changes, we can inter no oorrelat1on 
between the two accounts in any dependent aenae. 24 The 
23Luke admits,he ~oean't1 know where Mary and Martha lived in 10:)8: t,~ ~iujtt')Y' TiV'oe.. 
24p. c. Grant, •was the Author or John dependent upon 
the Gospel or Luke?,• Journal or Biblical Literature, LVI 
(1937), 285-307. Grant attempts a correlation theory anyway. 
He postulates (p. 304) that John knew Q, had access to L 
(not Luke), and used Mark rather than the Lukan Passion. 
Finally, Luke was influenced by John in the later revisions. 
Thia is possible, but as improbable as the many wheels used 
to explain the geocentric universe. Another approach 1s 
that taken by H. Gaussen, "The Lucan and the Johannine Writ-
ings," Journal ot Theologica1 Studies, IX (1908), S62-S68. 
He cites the subjects, concepts, discourses, and names simi-
larly treated 1n Luke and John, and concludes that •the writ-
ers seem to have been brought into close contact with each 
other. Such a link of association would be round in the Vir-
gin Mother of the Lord• (p. S68). Although certainly also a 
possibility, this theory neglects entirely the omissions and 
contradictions between the two gospels, as well as the possi-
bility or traditions which might account tor the same 
phenomenon. 
)2 
question is better phraseda Was the writer or the Fourth 
Gospel aware Luke's gospel even existed?2S 
Summary 
A study or those elements in Mark's account which John 
employs has indicated John was 1n some way able to discern 
where Mark was shaping the tradition to make h1s po1nt 1n 
his gospel. Whether John knew Matthew ts not clear trom a 
similar stud.y. The most that can be asserted 1s that both 
evangelists sought to relate the story to the people or 
their day, revising Mark accordingly. Likewise, John has 
some parallels with Luke, but in an inconsistent way, 11nk-
ing separated items and reversing the order or events. 
In short, although much or the account 1n the Pourth 
Gospel might have parallels in the aynopttca, this evidence 
by itself is little help 1n separating the intentional edit-
ing and shift in emphasis by John from whatever traditions 
he kne-26 (whether they included one or more aynoptist or 
2SThe tension by a decision on the answer to this ques-
tion was evident in the conclusion of Batley, supra, p. 24. 
Although he ta seeking to show some dependence by John upon 
Luke's account, he must still postulate a pre-Lukan cycle ot 
stories. Once they are granted, though, there is little 
case for any need of John to know Luke. 
26Johannea Weiss, The H1storr or Pr1mitive ChristianitJ. 
completed posthumously by Rudolph Knopt, translated from the 
German by •tour triends,• and edited by Prederick C. Grant 
(New ~orka Wilson-Erickson, 19)?), p. ?8?. Deciding on this 
basis alone, Weiss views the entire anointing as the inser-
tion of a late redactor; he reveals later that his evidence 
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not). It 1s therefore 1n order to seek help elsewhere; ape-
c1f1cally, we shall first outline those element■ which are 
not traceable to the synoptista and then seek parallel■ 
within the Fourth Gospel. 
1s that •the editor shows himself to be completely dependent 
upon the synoptic texts• (p. 789). 
0 
CBAPl'BR VI 
THE NON-SYNOPTIC ELEMENTS IN JOBB'S ACCOUNT 
Unique Data 
Verses 1 and 2 
The 1ntroduct1on has the beg1nnlng ot John's Holy Week 
chronology, which draws the rest ot the Passion into cons1d-
erat1on 1n the 1nterpretat1on or this per1cope. Because 
this 1s a major alteration or the synopt1sts• Passion, we 
must assume the hand of John at work at least here. Also 
w1th1n the introduction 1s the 11nk1ng ot Lazarus to Mary 
and Martha, refreshing the readers• m1nds to the 1ntroduc-
t1on at 1111, which also grouped the three. Although cer-
tainly explainable from tradition alone, thts grouping 1a 
well interpreted as being germane to John's theological 
• intent as he relates the ano1nt1ng, for he goes to great 
lengths to parallel the 11 and 1211 introductions; that 
Lazarus is included as co-victim 1n the plot against Jesus 
continues hta s1gn1f.icance through the ensuing Passion. 
Verse 3 
-
We have already noted several t1mes that t ·he dr7ing with 
Mary's hair is in a sequence difterent trom Luke's. Incon-
,I 
quent1al at t1rst glance. it takes on weight when we not-
ice 4that John 1a consistent n the sequence at 1111, where 
' . 
lS 
he mentions the anointing ln summary tashion. Were the dry-
ing a side note or the sequence variable in the tradition, 
it is unlikely that he would have included it to identify 
Mary. 
Because John alone has the note that the aroma or the 
oi·ntment filled the house, there have been several attempts 
to find a meaning that goes beyond any circumstan~ial expla-
nation.1 One popular suggestion is that this is John's way 
or saying Mary's fame will spread (in place ot Mark 1419). 
This interpretation has been traced to Origen, but ralls if 
Mark's reference 1s to be taken apocalypticall7.2 Vawter 
suggests a third alternative, that the filling ot the house 
should be seen 1n the light of Is. 611, 1n which God's train 
fills the temple. •The anointing, then, or indeed the oint-
ment, is a semeion of the glory or Christ ••• 
view is hard to accept in a book incorporating several 
clearly identified "signs.• 
1Such an interpretation--that the aroma spread as Mary 
walked around the house--is mentioned by Bruce Vawter, The 
Four Gospels (Garden City1 Doubleday and Co., 1967), p."""'fB'S. 
2A very similar parallel is Midr. BL. l1J (8Sa) on 
Ecclus. 711, •The fragrance of a good perfume spreads trom 
the bedroom to the dining room; so does a good name spread 
from one end of the world to the other,• as cited by Haymond 
Brown, The Gos el Accordi to John i-xii (Garden Cit71 
Doubleday and Co., 19 , p. ). Were Mark interpreted to 
mean the woman would be kept in memory by the Church, this 
meaning of John would be possible. One wonders wby he would 
then need to restate in such imagery what Mark had already 
presented clearly. 
lBruce Vawter, "The Johannine Sacramentary,• Journal or 
Theological Studies, XVII (1956), 159• 
A fourth version is that, since only kings normally 
could afford such luxury, the verse is included to show this 
was a 'Coronation rite.4 That it was a luxury may be the 
only needed reading, for the immediate response is Judas• 
complaint on the 300-denarii waste. EEtravagance in regard 
to Jesus certainly is not limited to this pericope in the 
Fourth Gospel. (The burial at 19138-42 is a good example.) 
Verse 6 
The mention of Judas here is unique to John, although 
his complaint is in the mouths of TIYS.S in Mark's account. 
That he has no concern for the poor (echoing the description 
of the hireling at 10113),S and is a thief, pilfering the 
money box, are mentioned only here 1n Scripture. This is 
typical of John, who has more references to Judas than any 
or the synoptists, as well as more information (Judas is 
Simon's son1 6171; 1312,26; he is given the signiticant mor-
sel at the meal in the upper rooms 13126). Thus, we have 
either an oral tradition that developed after the synoptists 
had written, or else an entirely independent transmission. 
4J. Edgar Bruns, •A Note on Jn 12,3,• Catholic Biblical 
Quarterly. XXVIII (1966), 221-2,22. This would naturally 
help Barrett and Dodd's view. 
Sc. K. Barrett,~ Gospel According to st, John (Lon-
don• SPCK, 1967), P• • 
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Verse 7 
This verse has caused scholars no end ot trouble, tor 
it is both unique to John and immediately betore the central 
saying on the poor. Because John has no interpretation ot 
the anointing as being proleptic (as Mark 1418) and yet here 
refers to Jesus• •4ay of burial," the interpretation muat 
both explain how John's wording presents an alternativ,e to 
Mark while still referring to the aame event. Torry seeks a 
way out of the predicament by suggesting a mistranslation of 
an Aramaic question, •should she keep it tor the day ot my 
buria1,•6 He admits, though, that the translator would have 
to have forgotten the intent of the Aramaic to end up with 
the present Greek text. 
Because Hoskyns equates the odor's filling the house 
with Mark's breaking of the alabaster (and assuming with 
little support that all was then used up), he cannot admit 
the possibility that she would keep any ointment tor a later 
burial day. 
c✓ 
He therefore translates the ,v~ as an introduo-
t1on to an epexegetical statement, explaining that she did 
not sell it; she was keeping it for this present week, the 
"day• of Jesus• burial.7 With the suppcrt of D'a omission 
6charles c. Torrey, Our Translated Gospela (Rew York1 
Harper and Brothers, 19)6), PP• 61-62. 
7Edwin c. Hoskyns, The Pourth Gospel, published posthu-
mously and edited by Francia Noel Davey (Revised edition; 
London, Paber and Faber, Ltd., 1947), P• 416. 
or verse 8 (as the work ot a harmon1z1ng glossator), Bro11r1 
agreesB that a present interpretation ot the •day ot embalm-
ing" is the best alternative. Some writers seek to trans-, 
late T~r,~P as "let her observe/obey/remember.• These are 
untenable in view of John's consistent use ot the word.9 
ill or the above suggestions rely on unusual interpre-
" / tations (of either Mark 141)1 IYoC, or °TiJ(''l,,.{1). This stud71 
however, has uncovered no valid reason ·tor rejecting the 
simple explanation that Jesus thought it better that Marr 
keep the remaining ointment tor his burial.lo This would 
also explain why John did not include a parallel to Mark 
1418; he does not intend Mary's act to be more than a pious 
act toward Jesus (who would soon not be with them). Natur-
ally, this opinion must be weighed in the light ot the con-
tinuing study. 
Unique Use or Synoptic Data 
Bethany and Lazarus, though mentioned by the SJ'Doptists, 
are treated dtrterently by the tourth evangelist. Bethany 
BBrown, p. 454. 
9or the seventeen mentions of the word in the Pourth 
Gospel, twelve are to be tr&Jlslated •oby/observe,• but 
always in connection with >..oro1. or lV"'fo~"-. The remaining 
four instances (and this verse) all denote holding back or 
reserving something or someone. 
10Th1a ta also the view or David Da.ube, •The Anointing 
at Bethany and Jesus• Burial," Anglican Theological Review, 
XXXII (19S0) 1 190. The •tirat-glance1 interpretation would 
explain why Jesus needed to say "leave her alone•• they 
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1s not mentioned in the first three gospel■ before the Palm 
Sunday account, when Matthew and Mark have Jesus atay there 
ovem1ght (after the temple cleansing in Matthew, and before 
it in Mark).11 Luke notes that Jeaua stayed there through-
out Holy Week. Bethany is the starting point of the actual 
entrance procession 1n Mark and Luke (while Matthew has 
Bethphage with accompanying textual problems, 2111). The 
only other reference 1s at Luke's (singular) account of the 
ascension. 
John apparently agrees with the pre-Passion omissions, 
for he qualifies the reference at 1128 (and the recalling at 
10140) as Bethany "Tranajordan.• However, John has no ref-
erence to Bethany at all, except 1n reference to Iazarua, 
Mary and Marthal It 1a only because they live tn Bethany 
~hat one could reason that the entrance-to-Jerusalem proces-
sion started there, if he were to have only the Pourth Gos-
pel as his source (1111,18; 1211). While the synopt1ata 
employ Bethany as the location of some Passion scenes, John 
prefers to center on the people involved. 
As previously mentioned, the only use ot "Lazarus• is 
Luke 16120·-25, a parable received by Luke with the name 
were trying to get the unused ointment (conjecture, of 
course). Some comm~ntators join the opposition ot Barrett, 
p. )45, on the basis of the absence of •the remainder,• but 
he also assumes Mark had reflected the tradition that all 
was used up (supra, p. :,o note 22), and that John would be 
altering the tradition under this interpretation. 
11This assumes Mark 8122 to correctly read "Bethsaida.• 
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already an element. John's use ot the name is always with a 
~ ..,, , _., 
certain person in mind, the Lazarus ot" r,Yt:.V-£" r:1< y~~wr .. ,.. 
f,~oos (John 1211,9,17 and chapter 11). When examining the 
raising at 1111-44, there is a atgn1f1cant literary note to 
be made1 
There is no story of the raising of Lazarus--or none 
that we now can recover--aeparable trom the pregnant 
dialogues of Jesus with Hts disciples and with Martha. 
On the other hand, these dialogues could not stand by 
themselves. They need the situation 1n order to be 
intelligible •••• 12 
The raising and the general dialogue are a unit 1n chap-
ter 11. The one bit of conversation which could stand alone 
is 1n verses 25 through 27; the story flows very smoothly 
from verse 24 to verse 28, and seems odd in its present torm, 
r , c r\ ,.. " for, after confessing Jesus as o ~p 10""1'•~ o u,, ~ Tou ecoe1 , 
Martha calla Mary, referring to Jesus only as: S,~J~Kd~os I 
It is not too speculative to see here a conteasional inter-
jection by the author. Were this questioned, we still have 
these verses as the •message• ot chapter 11 as it now stands. 
The introductory verses 1 and 2 also do not appear to 
be part of the traditional story; they reflect neither the 
raising nor the confession ot Martha. Here Lazarus is linked 
to Bethany and Mary in a careful summary of the anointing to 
come in chapter 12. We inter that the introduction here 
(and at 1211) is ascribable to John's hand. 
12c. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel 
(Cambridge, University Preas, 1953), Yl 122.• 
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8ummar7 
Many of the elements without parallel in the synoptic 
accounts are grouped in 1211-2 _(and the parallel introduc-
tion at 1111-2). They reflect the author's hand as he links 
the per1copae to the coming entry into Jerusalem and the · 
Passover. Likewise, the variant order of events ts appar-
ently due to the author, as it ts identical •in the pericope 
and in the earlier summary. The tilling of the house by the 
aroma and the information on Judas reflect motifs found 
elsewhere in this gospel. The remaining item, verse?, may 
be an attempt by John to use Markan burial language while 
seeking to avoid any proleptic element. 
Although the last suggestion has little substantiation 
beyond the lavish burial recorded at 191)8-42, it ts given 
weight by the fact that all the other unique elements can be 
attributed to the author of the Pourth Gospel on the basts 
of their use throughout the work in much the same way aa 
they are employed in this pertcope. If we tentatively grant 
these elements as the• contribut1.on of John as he ~te down 
tradition tor his circle of readers, we must now seek to 
find his intention tor writing about the anointing, primar-
ily on the weight of these items. Procedurally working from 
clear to obscure, a study of John's introductiona which have 
reference to other pertcopae ts in order, tor John's hand 1a 
most clear at these places 1n chapters 11 and 12. 
CHAPTER VII 
JOHN'S USE OP B.EPEREHCES 
WITHIN INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS 
Data1 Other References ln the Pourth Gospel 
In addition to the introductions at 1111 and 12111 there 
are five others which include references to other parts or 
the Fourth Gospel. our purpose ln reviewing them is to tind 
a pattern which may suggest why John telt these reminders 
necessary, hoping thereby to tind a basis tor interpreting 
his intention as he related the anointing at Bethany. Thia 
study will be limited to references in introductions, exclud-
ing phrases which John includes here and there to add lnf'or-
mation in the midst of a pericope (tor example, that Philip 
was from Bethsaida, 12121). 
At 10140 John is leading into the raising of chapter 11. 
Be places Jesus in Transjordan, •where John at first bap-
tized." Thls is a reference to John 1128, where John pro-
phesies· about the coming one whlle •1n Bethany Tranajordan.• 
Although the 1128 account la paralleled by all three synop-
tists, the location ls omitted by them. John 10140 ls in 
the middle of a lengthy section without synoptic parallel. 
The author seeks to locate Jesus in 10140 by recalling the 
place where John baptized, information supplied only by the 
Pourth Gospel. 
4) 
At 4146a John is beginning his account ot the "second 
sign,• the healing of the official's son. Matthew and Luke, 
who have similar accounts, state that Jesus entered Caper-
naum, the centurion's home town; John has Jesus came to Cana 
and the official come to meet him. Cana is identified aa 
the locale of the "first sign,• the changing ot water to 
wine, written down only at John 211-11. 
In the middle of the confusion ot the several trials ot 
Jesus, John attempts to clearly identity Annas and Caiaphas; 
this he does in the introduction to the first hearing. At 
1811) he notes that Annas was the father-in-law of Caiaphas, 
and then recalls in verse 14 that the latter was the one who 
had said •that it was expedient that one man should die tor 
the people.• Although all four gospels have some sort ot 
hearing before the trial by Pilate, Mark nowhere mentions 
the name of the high priest, Luke ()12) calls Annas and Caia-
phas both high priests (in the tradition of John 181191 24) 1 
and Matthew agrees with Caiaphas' holding the office (261)1 
57). But the means of identification John uses, in the final 
analy•sis I is not the name of the high priest (for Annas 
apparently had high-priestly duties), but that he had the 
prophetic powers ot that office (John 11149-52) 1 a fact 
gained only through the Pourth Gospel. 
The burial of Jesus is quite different from the synoP-
tic accounts, both in its naming of Nicodemus and the lavish 
burial anointing provided. As John identities the men who 
were involved (191)8-)9), he recalls that Nicodemus •had at 
first come to him by night,• a fact noted only by John (311). 
In fact, he alone gives any 1nt'ormat1on about the man. Thus, 
he 1s clearly identifying a man from a story about him which 
he alone has written down.1 
Finally, as the author of the Fourth Gospel is being 
1dent1fied,2 he is mentioned (21120) as •the disciple whom. 
Jesus loved, who had lain close to his breast at supper and 
had said, 11.Drd, who ls tt that ts going to betray you?•• 
This is a close parallel to John 13123,25, remarkable for 
the reproduction of three elements at once for tdenttftca-
tton. Yet, all or them are singular to John's account ot 
the last Supper. Of course, there ts no synoptic parallel 
to the last chapter or John.) 
Interpretation of the Data 
Fa.ch or the above-mentioned pairs of references have 
one thing in common• The specific means of identitication 
1He does this also at ?1SO, but then not within an 
introduction. 
2Actually, 21124 states that"!!!. know that hts testi-
mony is true," suggesting John's disciples are the final edi-
tors of the work. 
lTh1s last chapter has been attacked most heavily as 
being unauthentic. It does reflect a summary ot the work, 
as well as a concern for authority. c. K. Barrett, The Gos-
iel According to St. John (Iondon1 SPCK, 1967), p. 1011 
What does emerge trom the evidence is, not that the gospel 
as it stands is a first-hand historical document, but that 
4S 
is unique to the Fourth Gospel. The locations at 1128 and 
4146a, the prophecy at 11149-S2, any knowledge ot Nicodemus, 
and the private conversation during the last Supper all have 
no synoptic parallels. Although the events at 1128; 4146a; 
13123,2S; 19138-42; and 1811)-14 all bear similarities to 
synoptic parallel accounts, the item ot reference is either 
omitted or contradicted; further, the verses and topics sur-
rounding 10.140; 211-11; 311-21; and 21120 are restricted to 
the Fourth Gospel, even in context. 
Because the occurrence or unique material is so frequent 
in these introductory references, we inter that John is 
referring to events about which he knows no written records. 
This explains his references; he wants to remind his readers 
of this new information, as he again uses it in his account. 
That he does not so refer to any detail or reference which 
is included in any of the synoptics suggests that he knows 
of them as written documents, or at least that the pericopae 
within them are in general circulation and in no need or 
reinforcement.4 
those responsible for it were seriously concerned about the 
meaning and authority or the apostolic witness to the his-
tory of Jesus.• We note here that we are concerned only 
with the gospel as it stands today in its present form. 
4John's identification or C&iaphas (already mentioned 
by Matthew and Luke) lends weight to the suggestion he did 
not know those gospels, but was acquainted only with Mark. 
Still strengthening that view is the tact that Matthew par-
allels the early (pre-trial) note that C&iaphaa was at the 
meeting that planned to apprehend Jesus (Matt. 2613). 
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Another noteworthy feature or the references ta that 
they are all very short (except the questionable one at 
21120), yet provide a summary of the previous per1cope or 
b1t of information. Thus, by recalling them, John not only 
again identifies the person or place, but reinforces the new 
story or element he has earlier introduced, as well as otten 
tying it to another similarly unique pericope. 
The Introductions at John 1211 and 1111 
The reference at 1211 appears to follow the character-
istics of those in the rest of the gospel. As John ta intro-
ducing the anointing, he refers back to 1111 (a passage with-
out synoptic parallel, which states that Iazarua lived in 
Bethany with his stater,) and the ra1a1ng or 1111-44 (also 
unique to the Fourth Gospel). The reterence is by means ot 
the elements which are unique to John's account of the 
anointing, that Iazarus was present and that it was Mary who 
did the anoint1ng.S 
There is a significant difference in the introduction 
at 1111. Th1s is the onlf reference to a story which has 
not yet been told by Johnl He ta assuming that h1a readers 
know Mary and Martha, as well as the ano1nt1ng story in some 
torm. Lazarus ta identified by h1a town, the well-known 
.SBaymond Brown, The Goa el Accord1n 
(Garden City& Doubleday and Co., c., 1 
correctly notes that there must have once been a need to 
identify the town; in the 11ght or the other 1ntroductiona, 
Bethany. John uses the occasion to identity it as the vil-
lage of the (known) Mary and Martha, which was umiamed in 
Luke 101)8. Then he further 1dentifies Mary as the anoin-
tress of the (known) story. Streeter believes that this is 
explainable only "if both these Gospels (Mark and LukeJ were 
standard works, read in the Church; it is not equally natural 
it the Martha and Mary story was merely extant in floating 
tradition.M6 In any event, we are left to explain why John 
here refers to stories he apparently assumes his readers 
know (from either the synoptics or oral tradition), when 
this type of introductory reference is consistently used 
elsewhere to review and point out new information. 
It we grant that John knew and used Mark's gospel as a 
source for his own (on the basis of the above evidence, with 
the support or several scholars• opinions), we must assume 
that he believes his readers• knowledge of the story to be 
baaed on a different tradition than Mark's account. The 
we must also conclude that John was reintoroing his written 
account of the raising, as well as those elements in the 
anointing of which he has seen no previous written record. 
In fact, since Mark has used Bethany four times already, the 
latter elem.ants are more probably John's point than any 
underlining of the location. 
6Burnett Billman Streeter, The Four Gospels (Hew Yorka 
Macmillan Co., 1925), P• 402. Until now, on the weak basis 
of verbal similarities, this study has assumed John knew 
Mark. His reference to a story already written in the syn-
optics adds needed weight to the suggestion he knew them. to 
be extant. Streeter•s claim on the Mary-Martha story depends 
on whether or not one would grant a fixed group or circle of 
stories to which John could refer with confidence without 
needing to have Luke before him. 
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same would be true with respect to Luke's gospel it it were 
demonstrated he also knew that version.? Because John's 
references are usually summaries of another incident, we 
have at 1112 an outline of the traditional story known to 
his readers. The story is that a woman ~anointed the Lord 
with ointment and wiped his feet with her hair.• John iden-
tifies the Mary of the Mary-Martha-Lazarus tam117 as the 
woman in the story. What is important is that this outline 
is the familiar one in spite of no mention of the hair-wiping 
in Mark-Matthew, and the reverse order in Luke. 
Any explanation must account for John's use ot Mark, 
the availability of Mark's gospe.l to John's readers,. and the 
variance of John's outline from those or the synoptiats. It 
John were presenting the story of another anointing (than 
that of Mark), he would hardly have used the very unusual 
v~pdov 1TIG""TIK~s. If he were only tilling in the details ot 
Mark's (or Luke's) account, he would have more likely used 
the same outline. We must therefore posit the hypothesis 
that John was writing down the story of the same anointing 
in the form known to his circle. 
The usual objection to a unit-tradition is that some 
commentators see Mary's using her hair to dry Jesus• wet 
feet as unexplainable except by · conflation of elements from 
7Matthew•s gospel is usually not considered by scholars; 
the parallels in this pericope have been shown to be easily 
explained from coinc.idental revision of Mark. 
L 
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Mark and Luke. It 1s amazing that they suppose John to be 
that clumsy ·a conflatorl It would appear eas1er to explain 
"ll I 8 
~k~•n-~as meaning •w1pe,• rather than •dry,• than to see 
such poor construction 1n the m1dat of the parallel 1ntro-
duct1ons of chapters 11 and 12, and the literary use ot Laz-
arus into the next chapter. 
Bw. P. Arndt and P. W. G1ngr1ch1 A Greek-English Lexi-
con of the New Testament and Other Farl Chr1st1an Litera-
ture Chicago1 University Preas, 9 7, p. • can 
mean •polish• (a mirror, S1r. 12111) 1 •dust ott,• or •remove 
tarnish• (LXX Ep. Jer. 11,2)). SUch an interpretation is 
more 11kely 1f not all the ointment was used. 
OBAPrER VIII 
AN INTERPRETATION OP JOHN 1211-8 
The Recoverable Strata 
We are not able to inter the probable torm taken b7 the 
basic tradition received by John. our evidence is both hi■ 
summary (which he assumes sufficient to identify Mary) and 
those items which closely parallel the synoptic accounts, 
primarily Mark's. Either these elements are so easily tit 
into the story that he feels tree to use them, or (more prob-
ably) they reinforce the oral tradition. The story appar-
.,. ~ 
ently was that while Jesus was reclining (HaCTo< /ciCY-(K£~~,..ov ) 1 
I I r ~ a woman with an alabaster ot l'llfOIJ v-4poou T1o-T11<1JS poured 
some on his feet and wiped them with her hair. Some people 
.., r , ' complained that the ointment ( t"'ll'cotfhJ O'JYa(r11.11Y" Tf>#CICl<OO-IW~ ) 
should have been sold and given to the poor. Jesus told 
them to leave her alone, for although the poor would alway■ 
be with them, he would not. 
The Aramaisms in Mark suggest that the account was not 
altered to any great extent from its early telling. John's 
, r ,... 
version has retained at least the puzzling ~~roo~ "l\'1cr-T1K~s 
as well as other items which support the view that this 1a 
also an early account. 
The pericope in the Fourth Gospel presents the reader 




documents today. They- inolude the grouping or Bethany, Laz-
arus, Mary and Martha, and the anointing into one pericope, 
as well as a concentration on the characters th•selvea1 
Mary's act is extravagant (•the aroma tilled the house•), 
Judas has an evil and antagonistic nature, and Lazarus, by 
his presence, is in danger. 
The remaining elements are not hard to explain. John 
naturally omits the Markan ending as he proceeds to make a 
point mean1ngi"ul to hts contemporaries in his own way. Luke's 
contributions or the parable and Pharisee dispute are simi-
larly ignored.1 John does, however, reflect Mark's contribu-
tion ot the closeness to the Passion as well as the inclina-
tion or tradition to till in details. 
The Intent or John 
Context 
The context includes little that could be derived rrom 
Mark, the closest synoptic account. At beat, we rind a gen-
eral Passion motir providing parallelism, and then with a 
dirterent chronology. Thus, we are able to employ the Johan-
nine context with little reservation, especially in view ot 
its careful conatruotion. 
l0nce again, this would be true only it he mew that 
gospel, a theory with extremelr little support in thia per-
icope. Mary and Martha may have been part ot a block of 
tradition, and the hair-wiping 1D.&Y' only reflect the common 




The preceding context (chapter 11) is the raising ot 
Lazarus. John has Jesus explicitly state its purpose, •xt 
is for the glory of God, so that the Son of God ma, be glor-
ified by means of it" (verse 4). Many of the Jews did end 
up believing (verse 4S). ~bus we have a tie with man, other 
stories in the gospel which are called "signs• (1114?1 12118). 
Their total effect is stated at the end of chapter 20 (which 
may have been the end of the gospel at one time)1 •These 
are written that you may believe that Jesus 1a the Christ, 
the Son of God, and that believing you may have life in his 
name• (verse )1). There is no doubt that Iazarus had the 
immediate realization of those words. John, however, por-
trays the chief priests and Pharisees as reacting to these 
signs by plotting Jesus• death (with Caiaphas' ironical pro-
phecy as part of the plot). 
Immediately following the anointing pericope Iazarua is 
included in the plot (verse 10). In fact, the crowds are sur-
rounding Jesus as he enters Jerusalem because of the raising 
(verse 18). John has linked the Iazarus raising, the anoint-
ing at Bethany, and the entry to Jerusalem in the person ot 
Lazarus (together with his aistera). 2 
2Baymond Brown, 
(Garden City1 Doubleday and Co., no., 19 • 
reviews all that happens and finds John's account hard to 
believe because of (1) the constant change ot scene trom 
Jerusalem to Transjordan, Bethany, Ephraim, BethaD7, and 
Jerusalem, and (2) the fact that the synoptiata have no know-
ledge of Lazarus, although John says he is the reason tor 
Jesus• popularity and the plot (1219-11). It is the contention 
I . 
Text 
John omits the breaking or the box1 although Mark prob-
ably did not intend to mean all the ointment was used up, 
John gives not even a hint or such an interpretation. Bia 
addition about the aroma makes his point, it was an aot 
lavish enough to attract immediate attention. The position 
or the note (verse 3) in the midst or the scene makes the 
allegorical understanding (that it is to be read •quivalent 
to Mark 1419) unlikely. With some ointment lett, Jesus 
restrains Judas1 his burial day will be coming, when it 
might also be uaed.3 With his several bits ot intormation 
about Judas, John completes his review or the characters 
involved, each or whom has been portrayed in greater detail 
than in the synoptic accounts. 
of this study, because these pericopae are introduced by 
John with the assumption that the people know them although 
they are not in the synoptics, that John is writing down a 
popular tradition, not a synthesis ot the aynoptio accounts 
or a conjecture. The elements which Brown sees as so ditti-
cult are precisely those which the tourth evangelist uses to 
make his point. 
3John does not record that the ointment actually used 
at Jesus• burial came rrom Mary. Although some might see 
this as an argument against the suggestion that Jesus was 
intending her to keep it for that actual day, we must point 
out that by his unique positioning of the reference to bur-
ial immediately berore the saying on the poor, John lessens 
its emphasis. One might read verses 7 and 8, •Leave her 
alone so that she might keep it tor the day ot my bur1a1; 
for although you will always have the poor with you, you 
will not always have me.• 
{ 
A Suggested Interpretation 
At this crucial time before the Passion, John presents 
a three-fold drama to portray the two responses to Jesus• 
signs. In rapid sequence., Jesus raises Lazarus (the sign), 
is anointed at the banquet,4 and ia hailed as he enters Jeru-
salem, while the priests and Judas react with evil plotting. 
As examples for the readers, Martha serves Jesus the meal 
(the weakest example, to be sure), Mary anoints his feet (in 
an otherwise unexplainably extravagant act), and Lazarus is 
made co-victim with Jesus (primarily for being the cause ot 
the increase of Jesus• popularity and following). Certainly 
Lazarus is the prime example and stands out in his situation 
as potential martyr. Judas, being so evilly inclined and 
under the sway or Satan (who takes full control at 1)127), 
sees only waste and another reason for leaving the company 
of Jesus. 
Especially 1n view of the plotting and Jesus• (non-
proleptic) reference to his coming death, the readers see 
the Passion in true perspective. It is the work ot those 
who have no faith and who refuse to believe the signs. The 
proper response, rather, 1s to glorify God by being a witness 
4H. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Tea-
tament und Midrasch (D:ritte Auflage; Muenohena c. B. 
Beck 1sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1961) 1 II, 162-16). They 
point out that since Jesus• feet were out behind him, it was 
a traditional Jewish banquet meal tor a guest. 
ss 
to the signs 1n the manner or Lazarua.S The parallel■ 
between Jesus and Lazarus Point past suffering to life for 
those who believe in Jesua.6 
SBruce Vawter, •The Johannine Sacramentary,• Journal ot 
Theological Studies, XVII (19S6), 1S8. He overstate■ the 
case when he writes, •The raising or Lazarus is a sign ot 
the divine life which comes through faith in Christ (1112St), 
a manifestation or the glory or God (1114,4-0). 891 I 
believe, is the anointing at Bethany.• Certainly, though, 
the anointing ts a true response or the life 1n Christ. 
6Although-1r11rT£Jw is a word used throughout the Hew Tes-
tament, it is never used with ti• and the accusative in the 
synoptics for faith in Jesual This Johannine preference ia 
found six times in the chapters under consideration (10142; 





Prom the study before us of the anointing ot Jesus, we 
have found that Mark probably employed a story circulating 
as a unit with a saying about the poor. By placing it in 
the Passion context and linking the anointing proleptically 
to Jesus' coming burial, Mark evidently intended to portray 
Jesus as the epitome of the righteous poor one, the obedient 
servant of the Psalms. In all likelihood Matthew reliet on 
Mark's account, strengthening the proleptic element, editing 
poor Greek constructions, and opting tor his own stylistic 
traits. He also reflects the development of tradition and a 
later understanding of "gospel." 
Employing a tradition of the same event which had been 
handed down independently, Luke places 1t in a setting typi-
cal of his gospel. In a Pharisee-conflict context he empha-
sizes the contrast between Jesus• reception of penitent sin-
ners to the stern encounter with the more selt-respecttul in 
this world. 
John apparently knew a basic story, which he outlines 
at 1112. Be relied on it over any synoptic account he may 
have known. Although similar to Luke's account, the story 
proceeds in a different sequence. Mark's account was recog-
nizable enough as a variant to warrant using some ot his 




would have two strands of oral tradition both ooinoidentall7 
including such unusual wording. 
A study of John's introductions has shown that John was 
refreshing his readers• minds about a story of non-synoptic 
origin. Therefore, although a story based on the same say-
ing found at Mark 141? and with a point about the response 
of faith similar to Luke's account, in John it is first a 
story known by independent tradition with the possibility or 
yet another lesson for the faithful. 
We cannot on the basis of this pericope alone say any 
more about the use of Luke than that he and John have sev-
eral elements unique to their gospels. John's elaborate 
grouping of Lazarus, Bethany, and the sisters suggests he 
has a more highly developed tradition than Luke. The con-
tribution Luke may have made would be unrecoverable, then, 
to the text critic. 
The person of Lazarus links his raising, the anointing, 
and the entry to Jerusalem. John has aocented the people 
involved and his typical use of the term •sign• to point up 
how the faithful should react to Jesus• gift of life, in 
spite of the dangers involved. He has employed the account 
to introduce the Passion with a resurrection and the proper 
response to it, as he will later emphasize the glorirication 
and victory of Christ over the suffering or his cross, and 
seek a response or faith to these also. 
( 
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